
WILDLIFE RESCUE
AND FORENSICS
2x50’ min - Filmed in HD - A Sea Dog TV International Production
A small group of Wildlife Officers in Western Australia patrol the largest wildlife beat 
in the world - an area more than a quarter the size of the USA. This compelling series 
follows the drama, action and major scientific discoveries of this frontline force as they 
fight to save Australia’s unique wildlife.



A small group of Wildlife Officers in Western Australia patrol the largest wildlife 
beat in the world, an area more than a quarter the size of the USA. From the icy 
southern mountain ranges, across dry expansive deserts in the interior, to the 
wet tropics of the north, this vast state provides habitat for many animals found 
nowhere else on earth and is home to half of Australia’s endangered species. 

This observational style series, filmed off the shoulder and on the run, combines 
science, natural history and action-packed reality with a strong story narrative. 
The film crew were granted unrestricted access to follow the drama, action and 
major scientific discoveries of this frontline force as they fight to save Australia’s 
unique wildlife.

The Wildlife team is an eclectic mix of strong characters, sometimes with 
conflicting ideas but are all united for one cause – to do whatever it takes to 
save wildlife. 

In Perth’s sprawling suburbs a large male kangaroo is trapped in a dam up to its 
neck in water. Wildlife Officer Matt Swann will have to come up with an inventive 
rescue strategy to save the animal. In the isolated interior Conservation Officer 
Sean Walsh fights a huge bush fire, threatening to incinerate native animals that 
can’t outrun it. 

Meanwhile, Whale Rescue Team leader Doug Coughran battles to save a 
Humpback whale caught in marine debris along the treacherous coast, while 
Senior Wildlife Officer Rick Dawson & DNA Geneticist Dr Nicole White instigate 
a major investigation into the deaths of 200 endangered Black cockatoos. Was it 
a natural event or foul play? 

Dr White’s ground breaking DNA research and profiling has helped form the basis 
of a catalogue of DNA from endangered species. Strong-willed and determined 
Nicole is using this cutting edge technology to assist the Wildlife Officers to 
prosecute poachers and black marketeers trading illegally in native wildlife. 

These are just some of the challenges these wildlife heroes regularly face on a 
daily basis as they struggle against the odds to protect Australia’s wildlife.
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